Better vacuum quality with reduced energy and oil usage

Vacuum is critical for high-quality stiff extrusion, so Steele now offers the Atlas Copco GHS VSD+. Its Pressure Set Point Control operates the pump at maximum efficiency, reducing the amount of scrap product resulting from pressure fluctuations. This completely contained vacuum system reduces your energy, oil usage and maintenance requirements:

- Energy savings delivered with lower power requirements for equivalent vacuum performance
- Energy savings compounded using VFD for maximum power to maintain required vacuum level
- Uses 1/40th the oil previously needed to run the system
- Maintenance savings – separation technology eliminates need to drain tank

The same Steele service commitment

The Atlas Copco vacuum system comes with the same level of service and support as all Steele upgrades and wear parts.

We also work closely with the local team of Atlas Copco specialists based near our Statesville, NC corporate offices, to make sure your vacuum system delivers the performance and ROI you expect.